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1. Introduction 

Language is a system of association between an infinite set of meanings and 
sounds (or signs).  Modern linguistics has discovered that this system of association 
is crucially mediated by highly abstract structures.  Thus, the human language 
faculty must comprise, as its core component, a finite system that generates an 
infinite set of these structures associated with linguistic expressions, each of which is 
a meaning-sound pair.  This generative system is called syntax, and its nature and 
functioning have been at the center of much linguistic theorizing in the past fifty 
years or so.  The challenging task for systems neuroscience is to determine the 
physical basis for this system, thereby providing suggestive (hopefully decisive) 
answers to such important questions as: (i) to what extent syntax is autonomous, i.e., 
independent from sound (phonology), meaning (semantics), memory restrictions, and 
other cognitive factors; and (ii) what “syntax” essentially refers to in human language.   

Some aspects of syntax have been thought to be a uniquely human component 
of the faculty of language [Hauser et al., 2002; Sakai, 2005].  Fitch and Hauser 
(2004) have reported that monkeys can master ABAB string patterns but not AABB 
string patterns, where A and B stand for distinct sets of syllables.  In apparent 
contradistinction with this work, a recent study has reported successful mastery of 
both string patterns by songbirds after ten thousand trials of training [Gentner et al., 
2006].  These important studies have implicitly made the assumption that the 
strings are structured as either [AB][AB] corresponding to a finite-state (regular) 
grammar {S → ABS, S → AB} or A[AB]B corresponding to a phrase structure (i.e., 
more powerful) grammar {S → ASB, S → AB}, where S is a non-terminal symbol, and 
A and B are terminal symbols that will be replaced by actual stimuli.  However, quite 
apart from the finitary status of the data examined in these studies, which could be 
problematic when viewed from the results of formal language theory, the string AABB 
could also be interpreted as [AA][BB] with a counting strategy for the repeated 
stimuli AA and BB.  The present study using artificial language experiment for 
humans is an attempt to clearly dissociate the meaningless string patterns and the 
hierarchical structures associated with the strings.  This research would clarify what 
aspects should be focused on when human language and animal pattern processing 
are compared.   



2. Results 
We performed an artificial language experiment on humans using functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that involved sentences consisting of written 
pseudowords and grammatical particles, thereby changing the structure types, string 
patterns, and memory load of the sentences separately.  We found that the activation 
in two separate regions in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) differentially increased 
when syntactic analysis was enhanced.  More specifically, the results suggest that 
the left dorsal IFG (dIFG) activation was enhanced by analyzing the syntactic 
structures of embedded sentences (ES) than simple sentences (SS) and compound 
sentences (CS), and that the left anterior IFG (aIFG) activation was modulated by 
applications of the Agree operation.  These results from systems neuroscience 
provide direct evidence for the claim that syntactic structures indeed underlie human 
linguistic computation, and that the human syntactic ability is independent from such 
factors as string patterns, general memory load, priming/counting, and semantics.   
 

 
Conclusion 

It is striking to note that the modern linguistic theory based on syntactic 
structures provides an illuminating explanation for the left IFG activation presented 
here.  The successful combination of experimental findings and theories promises 
further development of the study of the human language faculty, which could 
facilitate the true unification of hitherto disparate disciplines in the sciences and 
humanities.  
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